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InvisibleShield Glass Elite+ Samsung Galaxy A52/A52 5G Case
Friendly Screen

Brand : ZAGG Product family: InvisibleShield Product code: 200107404

Product name : Glass Elite+
Samsung Galaxy A52/A52 5G
Case Friendly Screen

- Increased strength, durability, and scratch resistance come from our ion exchange technology which
improves surface compression.
- InvisibleShield Glass Elite+ contains anti-microbial properties that protect the screen protector by
inhibiting the growth of odour-causing bacteria and guarding against degradation from microorganisms
- ClearPrint™ is a revolutionary oil-dispersing treatment, exclusive to Glass Elite, that makes fingerprints
nearly invisible.
- The reinforced edges prevent chips and cracks from starting and spreading
- Glass Elite+ preserves your screen’s touch sensitivity so that it responds to every tap and swipe.
- The smooth finish of Glass Elite+ feels just like your phone’s own screen
- Patented EZ Apply® tabs, an installation tray and a rubber install mat make applying your
InvisibleShield easy and bubble-free
Glass Elite+ Samsung Galaxy A52/A52 5G Case Friendly Screen

Features

Compatibility * Galaxy A52/A52 5G
Maximum screen size 16.5 cm (6.5")

Protection features Dust resistant, Impact resistant,
Scratch resistant

Brand compatibility * Samsung

Performance

Product colour Transparent
Easy to apply
Rounded edges

Performance

Frame type Frameless

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Dry wipe
Wet wipe
Package type Hanging box

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 85177900
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